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1TESTPj of plain concrete COLUMNS -
INTRODUg?ION .
Concrete construction has had a remarkable development in
the last decade and is now regarded by engineers and architects
generally as a safe form of construction with a wide field of
economic application. Common practice established itself at
first and all concrete work was given an extravagant factor of
safety, but in the last few years since reinforced concrete has
attained popularity^ the outstanding uncertainties have been un-
der investigation and rapid strides have been made toward es-
tablishing "good practice" in concrete construction.
Concrete is characterized by low tensile strength, rela-
tively high compressive strength, and great durability. Its
great advantages are/its rust-proof aind fire-proof qualities,
its cheapness, its availability in almost any location, and the
ease with which it can be made into any desirable form. For
structural members in which tensile stresses are developed steel
must be employed as a reinforcement to the concrete, as in the
case of a long slender column where there is lateral bending,
but for large and compact compressive members plain concrete
is used.

A great many teats have been made upon small test pieces
3uoh as cubes and cylinders, but the data gathered from those
experiments did not allow a comparison to be made between the
strengths of the cubes and cylinders and the corresponding col-
umns, for it has been found that the strength of the cubes is
usually greater than that of the columns. For reference two
series of column tests, not made at the University of Illinois,
will be mentioned. The series made at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology were 8x8 inches and 10 x 10 inches in
cross section and were all reinforced with rods parallel to the
vertical axis. The lengths of the columns were 6, 12, and 17
•feet. They were made in a vertical position and tested in a
horizontal machine. The second series were made at the Water-
town Arsenal, These tests were carefully made, and perhaps com-
pare more favorably with University of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station tests than any other which have been made.
Two series of col^omn tests have been made at the Laboratory of
Applied Mechanics at the University of Illinois, The first
series made in 1906 are reported in the thesis of Mr, R. C.
Llewllyn » 06^ and in Bulletin No. 10 of the University of Illi-
nois Engineering Expericio'nt Station. These tests were made
on the 600000 lb. Riehle vertical testing machine. Tests were
made on plain, and on two varieties of longitudinal rod rein-
forced columns. All columns were made sc^uare in cross-section
and were of two sizes, 13 x 12 inches, and 9x9 inches. The
lengths were 6, 9, and 12 feet. The second series made in 1907

3are reported in the theoia of Meoars. C. L. Howder, C. E. Hoff
and Sidney Grear, clasc of '07 and in Bulletin No. 20 of the
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station* These
tests wero made in the same machine. The oolianins tested were
plain, spiral and hoop reinforced, and v/ere all round, a few be-
ing 9 inches in diameter and the rest 12 inches in diameter.
The third series of tests, just completed, will form the
subject matter of this thesis. This thesis however will re-
port only the tests made on the plain columns, the spiral and
hoop reinforced being treated by Messrs. Weber, G-onnerrnan, and
Slaymaker, and Messrs. Hudson, G-rubel, and Burroughs respective-
ly. The plain columns tested were of three different mixtures
l>l-2, 1-2-4, and 1-3-G. Columns in each mixture were of
three different ages, 14 days, 60 liays, and 1 year. Two short
columns were also tested under repeated loads.
A comparison will be made between the strengths of the
different columns of the same age and different mixtui'eSj and of
the same mixture and different ages. The relation between
the load, the deformation, and the resulting modulus of elas-
ticity will be deterrained, Aloo an effort will be made to
measure Poisson's ratio for plain concrete.
Division of Work:- The work of this thesis v/as divided as
follows. Mr, Eurch and Mr. Heaney are together responsible
for the cor.putation of data, plotting of curves, and the con-
clusions. The introduction and description of materials was

4written by Ur, Koaney,and the description of apparatus and
n.ethod of toctini/ by I.Ir, Eurch. The actual testing of the
columns included in thia thesis was done by all the writer..,, and
the men previously mentioned who have the spiral and hoop re-
inforced columns as their theses. The responsibility for the
accuracy of the data can not be given to any one manias the
men did not occupy the same positions on all the tests,
IIATERIALS.
The materialu used for the tests were similar to the test
materials used for this class of work in this section of the
country. The Chicago A A Portland cement was bought in the open
market, the Universal Portland cement was furnished for these
tests by the manufacturers.
Stone, The stone was crushed limestone from Kankakee,
Illinois, It was ordered to pass through a 1-inch screen and
over a -J-inch screen.
Table 1 gives the percentage of voids. The results given
are the average of several tests. These tests show that it
had about 55^o of Voids and weighed about 80 pounds per cubic
foot.

TABLE 1.
Void Tests of Stone*
Weight cu. ft. height cu. ft. ^oi-jht of Percent
Dry stone. V.'ct stone Water Voids
79.P.5 115.0
81.0 113.75
80,5 114.75
80.25 114.50 34.3 54,7
TABLE 2.
Sizes Percent Passing
1 100
3/4 89.2
1/2 54.7
3/8 32,8
3 16.
S
5 4I1
.10 2.5

Cemont:- The cement -used in the columnc v/ao either Chi-
cago A A or Universal Portland cement. The followintr tables
give the results of the fineness and tensile tests of these
cements.
TABLE 3.
Fineness of Cement.
Percent Passing
Sieve Chicago A A Uni versal
75 98.3 99.3
100 95.1 98.5
SCO 80,6 90.1
TABLE 4.
Tensile Tests of Cement
.
Cement 7 Days 28 Days
Heat 1-3 Neat 1 -
Chicago A A 666 183 793 284
811 327 ^853 307
665 175 799 366
732 192 857 318
559 145 707 247
Average 687 184 798 284
Universal 599 342 754 293
7S8 332 776 285
809 248 885 336
563 244 764 319
700 242 795 308

7Sand:- The sand v;ao of good luality, sharp, violl graded,
fairly cloan, containing about ^8^ of voids as determined from
pouring perfectly dry sand into a vessel of 1 cubic foot capac-
ity, partly filled with water. The weight of 1 cubic foot of
dry sand being kno^Tn, the weight of the wet sand determined,
the percentage of voids was computed. The sand came fror^ near
the Wabash river at Attica, Indiana. Tables 5 and 6 give the
results of the mechanical analysis of this sand. The values
given are averages of 40 or 50 tests of samples taken at dif-
ferent times throughout the season.
TABLE 5.
Void Tests of Sand,
Weight cu. ft. Weight cu. ft. Weight of Percent
Dry sand Wet sand Water Voids
101.2 118.75
101.5
101,0
101.2 17.75 28

TABLE 6.
r-;
Fineno33 of Sand.
Sieve NuiT.ber Percent Passing
3 99,2
5 89,0
10 64.7
12 57,8
16 49,9
18 59.0
30 21,6
40 il,8
50 5.1
1
74 2.5
150 0,46
Concrete:- Two men skilled in mixing concrete v;ere em-
ployed, and great care was used to make the concrete as good
as that found in the best structures. All materials v/ere pro-
portioned by loose volumes. As a check on the volume meas-
urement all materials were v/eighed. The cement and sand v;ere
first placed on the flat steel plate which was used for a mix-
ing board_,and thoroughly mixed dry by turning with -shovels.
The stonOj which had previously been thoroughly moistened^ was
added to the mixed sand and cement. The mass was thoroughly
mixed, then v/ater was added^and the mass turned until uniform.
in appearance. The turning of the mass three times after the
water was added was usually sufficient to secure a uniform
mixture. A fairly wet mixture was used as this permitted the
tamping into the forms to better advantage. The amount of

3concrete mixed at one time v/as just sufficient to make one
column and the au-Kliiary test specimens which were given the
seime number.
TEST SPECILIENS .
The test specimens were made in as nearly a uniform man-
ner as possible. The conditions of manufacture were practi-
cally the same in all cases. Three different mixtures of con-
crete were used, 1-1-2, 1-2-4, and 1-5-6. The stone and sand
used were the same in all oases. The cement v/as Chicago A A
and Universal Portland cement. General data on all the test
specimens are given in Table 11
,
page ST.
Plain Concrete Columns:- For the series of 1908 a total
of 136 collimns were made. Of these 85 were reinforced and
51 were plain concrete. The total number of concrete columns
tested in 1908 was 19, 3 of these being of the series of 1907.
Of these 17 were cylindrical, 15 of them being 12 inches in
diameter and 2 nine inches in diameter. The other two col-
umns tested were 12 inches square. All the cylindrical col-
umns were 10 feet long, and the square colum^ns v/ere 6 feet long,
Col\imns No. 's 107,' 161, and 162 from the series of 1907 v/ore
tested at the age of one year.
Auxiliary Specimens:- To give a check on the quality of
the concrete^ cubes and cylinders were made from, the same batch
that was mixed for each column. The 12 inch cubes were made
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in seta of two and t}ie 5 inch cubes in sot a of three, A rjin-
gle cylinder was ir.ade froci some of the batches. The mixture
for each aet of test specimens was the same as the mixturo for
the column of the correspondini^; number. The concrete v/aj v/ell
tamped in the forms and was trowled around the sides to insure
20cd surface.
Forms for Columns:- The column forms were of o;alvanizo
i
sheet steel bent into a cylindrical shape and held in position
by bands 1 inch wide and 3/l6 inch thick. The bands could be
adjusted to the proper diameter by means of bolts. The forms
were built in sections Z l/z feet long and fitted together in
stove-pipe fashion. The forms are shown in Fig. 3. The
forms for the 12-inoh cubes were of the ordinary wooden type
two in a set. The 6-inch cube forms were of m.etal. The cy-
linder forms were of wrought iron with oast iron bases, being
the same as sho\\Ti in Fig. 2. . All forms remained in place about
seven days,
Llaking of Columns The concrete for each column and
for the corresponding auxiliary specimens^ was mixed -in one
batch. The form was set Aip on a cast iron base plate 14 x 14
X 1 3/4 inches which was planed on both sides, and served as a
bearing plate in the column test. In making the columns the
form.s were built up in 2 l/^ foot sections, each section being
filled before the next was added. The concrete was put in in
layers of about six inches, and tamped or churned until water
flushed to the surface. The lengths of all the cylindrical
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coliimna wore about 10 feet. The square column"; r'^r-c made in
the sarno manner with one exception tliat the fomio were set up
complete before being filled.
Storage of Columns:- The columns were built near the
walls of tlie Laboratory of Applied Mechanics and remained in
a vertical position until tested. The forms were taken off
7 days after making, and after that the coliynns were wetted
twice daily until they were tested. The temperature of the
room varied from 55° to 65°F. The 12-inch cubes, were stored
in the open air of the same room. The six-inch cubes and
cylinders were stored in damp sand.
Summary of Tost Pieces:- Table 7 ^^vos a list of all
the test pieces. Specimens having corresponding numbers
were made from the same batch of concrete. Tables 8, 9, 10
give the general data on ^he auxiliary specimens,
TESTING MgHI^TT] USRb .
All the columns and l^i-inch cubes were tested in the
GOOOOO pound Riehle vertical screw machine of the Laboratory
of Applied Mechanics. The slowest speed of 0.05 inch per
minute was used, eixcept on two; columns v/here repeated loading
v;as a].plied. Here a speed of 0.10 inch per minute was used.
Fig. O shows a column in the machine in position for testing.
The 6-inch cubes and 8 x le-inch cylinders were tested in the
Olsen testing machine of 100000 or 200000 pound capacity.
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Measuring Devicos:- The longitudinal deformati onn ^'.^^ro
the.
measured by four extenoometers which 30 magnified dexorjua-
tion that it was possible to read to ton-thousands of an inch.
The arrangem^ent was such as to give practically tv;o indepen-
dent sets of readings. The opposite dials were carried by
the same yoke. Fig. 5 shows how they were placed. The
distance between centers of corresponding yokes i-n.r, nlv-ays
100 inches for the 10 foot columns ,making the gauged^about 20
inches less than the length of the columns. The gauge length
for the square columns was 50 inches. The yokes were placed
symmetrically with respect to the middle of the length of the
column. The yokes carrying the dials were placed near the
bottom of the column and were four inches apart. The yokes
carrying the rods wore in corresponding positions near the top.
The contact rods were of wood 3/8 inch by 3/4 inch and had
steel blades at the ends which came in contact with the rollers
of the extensometers^and were held in close contact by small
elastic bands. The blades had a cylindrical surface so that
there was always a bearing along one element.
Lateral Expansion:- The lateral expansion was measured
by means of the "Illinois' lateral expansion inst rur.ient " shown
in Fig. 4. The levers for measuring the expansion were hinged
to a frame suspended at the middle of the column. At the
point where the lever touched the column a small steel disk
was fastened to the column with plaster-paris in order to give
a good contact. The expansion was multiplied ten times by
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"by the levors, and was read by means of two mioroFietors . These
nicroneters were read to ten-thousantha of an inch. The con-
tact of the micrometers at the point of reading waa noted by
the closing of an electric circuit. The closing'of this cir-
cuit was detected Tiy means of a telephone receiver introduced
into the circuit.
General Method of Testing:- A few days before testing,
a plate similar to the base plate shown in Fig, I was set on
a plaster of paris cushion on top of the coliunn , and . served as
the top bearing plate in the test. The top and bottom plates
were connected with rods, and the columns v/ere carried to the
machine in an upright position. The load was applied through
a spherical bearing block which was carefully centered on the
column. The load was applied in increments of from 10000 to
20000 pounds on the 12-inch column. On the Q-inch column
the increment of load rarely ran over 10000 pounds. In Col-
umns 8051 and 8061 the loads were repeated. Readings were
taken at about every 10000 pounds change in leal. In all
cases the machine v/as stopped v/hile readings on the instruments
were taken.

rorm Por Square Columns
P,g. 1 .

porm for Csj]\nd(r\aa\ Oolumns
,
P,g. Z.
iJ
Longitud \na\ Ezxtensometers
Used on Columns
F-ig. 3.

icrome.-Mer-
ino is Instrument tor measuring Lateral Deformation
Pig. 4-.
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tafilf: 7
ATJXlLIAHy SPECIMSITS.
Column lIixtu^^3 Age
Days
Ceraent Diamt- Auxiliary Speoirnens
Gter . ITunibGr llade
of col- 12" 6" 8»xl6"
uinn, cube a cubes oy-
Inches
.
lindera
.
8011 1-1-2 14 Chicago AA 12 Cj (J 1
S012 1-1-2 14 Ghioago AA 12 2 5 1
8051 1-1-2 14 Chicago AA 12 X llj 2 5 —
SO13 1-1-2 61 Universal 12 2 3 1
8014 1-1-2 60 Uni ve rsal 12
S015 1-1-2 57 Chicago AA 12 2 5
80^1 1-2-4 14 Un»iversal 12 2 5 1
8022 1-2-4 14 Chicago /JV 12 2 3 1
8061 1-2-4 14 Chicago M 11 5/I6X 2
12 l/B
8025 1-2-4 66 Universal 12 r> 3 1
8024 1-2-4 65 Universal 12 2 rr 1
8025 1-2-4 66 Universal 12 2 3 1
107 1-2-4
. 579 Chicago A
A
12
161 1-2-4 577 Chicago Ay\ 9
\
2 —
.
1 ''O
XOf-/ 1-2-4 577 jChicago AA %y fj
8052 1-5-6 ' 14 Chicago AA 12 2 3 1
8055 1-5-6 66 Universal 12 2 3 1
8054 1-3-6 64 Universal 12 2 1
8055 1--5—
G
67 Chicago AA 12 2 3
i
OBSER\n;]D kW OOITPITTET) DATA
Oil
COLTCTS A]TD AUXILIARY SPEGIIiENf!.
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GOLmm 8011
Observevl Data
Length 10 ft . 1 in. Mixture 1-1-2.
Gaugo Len r^th 100 in. kgQ 7/hen tested, 14 days.
Diameter "l2.31 in. Cement, Universal
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extonsome-t er Readin^is Extensometor Reading
1 2 3 4 E. & 117. N. &
6500 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000
20500 .0077 ,0059 .0009 .0010 !oiii .0011
41000 ,0166 .0141 ,0042 .0048 .0108 .0107
60500 .0226 .0211 ,0099 .0100 .0101 .0104
80500 ,0278 .0274 .0167 ,0160 .0098 .0100
100000 .0543 .0345 .0187 .0228 .0093 .0095
120500 ,0415 ,0433 .0210 .0297 .0087 .0091
140000 .0486 .0502 .0282 ,0369 .0082 .0088
160000 .0565 .0593 .0377 ,0454 .0071 .0079
181000 ,0647 ,0698 .0489 ,0533 ,0052 .0069
192000 .0698 .0759E .0559 ,0596 .0052 .0069
200500 .0751 .0833 .0640 .0655 .0043 .0062
215000 .0799 .0903 .0720 .0709 .0058 .0057
235000 ,0889 .1057 .0898 ,0815 .0018 .0044
245000 .0939 , 1164 .1026 ,0866 ,0008 .0037
246000
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COLTJlvIN 8011
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs, per sq in. Deformation
per
100 ing. 1 in.
54.3 .0000 .000000
172.2 . 0039 ,000039
344.5 .0099 .000099
508.? .0159 .000159
676.4 .0220 .000220
840.2 .0276 .000276
1012.4 .0539 .000330
1176.3 .0410 .000410
1344.5 .0497 .000497
1520.8 .0592 .000592
1613.2 .0653 .000653
1684.6 ,0720 .000720
1806,4 .0783 ,000783
1890.5 ,0843 .000843
1974.5 .0915 .000915
2058.5 .0999 .000999
20@6.9
Transverae
Deformation
E. A W. N. & S.
.000000 .000000
.000000 .000000
.000002 .000003
.000008 .000006
.000010 .000009
.000015 .000013
.000020 .000016
.000023 .000019
,000032 ,000025
.000044 ,000031
,000048 .000034
,000055 ,000040
,000060 .000044
.000067 .000047
.000076 ,000055
.000084 .000060

1^00
I600
noo
IfoOO
XI oo
ZOoo
MOO
|(oOO
Oolumn ©Oil
C ircuro'ferenc.e,- "5^,1 \ neb e.-^ I
M'ixi"ure- 1-1-2. 0<^meni Universal
MaK. Load- Z4(o,000 ib.
MQx.Un»-V Load ^ TO(o(of^ \ b.yer^)r>.
L\r)\-V Deiormation in.^ per \0-
o
8 o
o
o
o
o
oQ
O
OO
10
o
o
o
o
o
o
s
o
o
8
o o oQ
IO
o
o
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coLm.m 8012
Obsorved Data
Length 10 ft. in
.
Mixture 1-1-2.
Gau^Q Len2th 100 in. Ago when tested, 14 days
,
Diaraet a r 12,18 in. Ceraent
,
Chicago AA.
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extensometer Rea lings Extensoraeter Readings
1 2 3 4 S. & W. N. Sc S.
6500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .2169 .2664
21000 .0030 .0025 .0069 ,0052 .2167 .2663
40500 .0082 ,0080 .0100 .0120 .2160 . 2 6o9
62000 .0151 ,0169 .0210 .0190 .2154 .2655
81000 .0218 .0229 .0269 .0248 .2148 .2651
101000 .0293 .0304 .0345 .0305 .2143 .2650
120500 .0377 .0388 .0408 .0371 .2139 .2648
141000 .0450 .0481 ,0495 .0456 .2130 .2643
161000 .0552 .0571 ,0582 .0544 .2109 .2634
182000 ,0653 .0673 .0685 .0647 .2087 . 2525
202000 .0765 ,0796 .0795 .0756 .2057 . 2603
221000 ,0890. .0933 .0915 .0877 .1989 .2568
240000 .1039 .1101 .1058 .1019 .1939 .2620
260000 .1218 .1320 .1240 .1205 .1792 .2440
I
COLUIIN 8012
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lb3. per sq in, Deforniation
per
1 -in± in
55.
8
.0000 .000000
180.3 .0042 .000042
347,5 .0095 .000096
532.0 .0178 .000178
695.0 .0241 .000241
866.6 .0312 .000312
1033.9 .0386 .000386
1209.8 .0473 .000475
1381.4 .0562 .000562
1561.6 .0665 .000665
1733.3 .0778 .000778
1896.2 .0904 .000904
2059.2 .1054 .001054
2230.8 .1246 .001246
Transvorae
Deformation
Total TTnit
.000000 .000000
.000002 ,000001
.000007 .000004
.000012 .000007
,000017 .000011
.000021 .000012
.000025 .000013
.000032 .000017
,000049 .000025
.000067 .000032
.000092 ,000050
.000148 .000079
.000189 .000118
.000309 .000184

V
c
V
J
Zioo
looo
C Column SOIL
C3<auqe L<snqth - lOoVncbe^C \ rcunniTerence^-^ \ ncbe-^
Klixture . Ce.men-V Chicoo^o Av/^cj
Age 14 Dq\j^
Ma X . LoQd- ZC:>cpoc 1b
.
Max.Un^ir Load -17.30 .S \b. per ^q. \n.
-ZOO
Lln\"V De+ormQ^ioo in.^ per \n-

GOLUim 8051
Observed Data
Lerifjth 6 ft. O-^ in.
(JaugQ Length 50 in.
Dimonsiona 12 in. x 11 3/4 in.
Load
Pounds
Mixture 1-1 "~2
.
Age when tested, 14 days.
Cement, Chicago AA.
Longitudinal
Extensoraeter Readings12 3 4
10500 .0000 . oooc .0000 .0000
25500 .0026 .0019 .0021 .0031
48000 .0066 .0052 .0062 .0086
72000 .0114 .0108 .0113 .0114
48000 .0100 .0080 .0076 .0091
26000 .0068 .0050 .0041 ,0053
10500 .0030 .0025 .0016 .0020
28500 .0052 . 0044 .0037 .0047
50500 .0089 .0082 .0077 .0086
72000 .0122 .0118 .0119 .012?
10500 ,0035 .0029 .0019 .0024
72000 .0126 .0120 .0123 .0124
10500 .0040 ,0031 .0022 .0025
72000 .0130 .0125 ,0125 .0127
10500 .0042 .0033 ,0024 .0028
72000 .0134 .0116 .0126 .0131
10500 .0042 .0037 .0026 . 0030
73000 .01c9 .0131 .0130 .0135
10500 .0045 .0038 .0028 .0030
73000 .0142 .0154 ,0133 .0134
10500 .0046 .0040 ,0050 . 0035
72000 .0142 .0134 .0132 .0136
10500 .0047 .004? .0031 .0034
72000 .0143 .0139 ,0133 .0136
10500 .0052 .0044 .0032 .0035
25000 .0074 .0062 .0048 .0062
50000 ,0112 ,0100 ,0091 .0103
77000 .0153 .0144 .0141 .0142
100000 .0208 .0195 .0192 .0190
124000 .0270 .0260 .0256
144000 .0336 .0330 .0332 .0334
118000 ,0330 .0306 .0305 .0314
98000 .0308 .0280 .0275 .0286
I)
GOLUim 8051
Obsarvecl Data
Continued
Load Loncritudinal
Pounds Extanaoraoter Readings
1 S 3 4
74000 .0275 . 0240 .0233 .0248
51000 .0237 .0195 .0185 .0204
28000 .0189 .0144 .0131 .0148
10500 .0145 .0105 ,0091 ,0115
144000 .0370 , 0355 .0369 .0389
10500 .016n .0120 .0113 .0132
14^000 .0389 .0381 .0394 .0404
10500 .0174 .0130 .0127 .0137
144000 .0401 .0394 .0412 .0415
10500 .0186 ,0140 .0144 .0150
145000 ,0416 ,0410 .0436 .0429
10500 .0196 .0148 .0162 .0157
144000 .0424 .0419 .0450 .0434
10500 .0205 .0160 .0181 .0164
144000 ,0434 .0426 .0469 . 0445
10500 .0200 .0161 .0207 .0170
144000 .0446 .0440 . 0504 .0454
10500 .0210 .0171 ,0217 .0176
144000 .0452 .0448 .0513 .0460
10500 .0216 .0178 .0225 .0183
146000 .0460 .0450 .0526 .0418
10500 .0222 .0182 ,0232 ,0190
26500 .0244 .0201 .0250 ,0216
51000 .0288 .0254 .0306 ,0272
76000 .0325 .0311 ,0371 ,0327
101000 .0376 .0368 .0430 .0381
123000 .0421 .0415 .0481 .0427
144000 .0464 .0460 .0528 .0475
172000 . 0532 ,0530 .0602 .0544
213000 . 1478 .1336 ,1381 .1501

COLUIiN 8051
Conputed Data
Unit Loal Longitudinal
per 3:1. in. Deformation
50 in '
3
1 in
.
74.4 .0000 . 000000
180.8 . 0024 .000048
340.4 .0067 .000133
510.5 .0120 .000240
340 .
4
.0087 .000174
184.4 .0053 .000106
74.4 .0023 . 000046
202 .
1
.0045 .000090
358.9 .0084 ,000167
510.5 .0120 ,000240
74.4 .0027 .000054
510.5 .0123 .000247
74.4 ,0030 .000059
510. 5 .0127 .000254
74,4 . 0032 .000064
510.5 .0127 .000254
74.4 .0034 .000068
517.7 .0134 .000268
74.4 .0035 .000070
517.7 .0136 .000272
74.4 ,0037 .000075
510.5 .0136 .000272
74.4 .0039 .000077
510.5 .0138 .000276
74.4 .0041 .000082
184.4 .0062 .000123
354.6 .0102 .000203
546.0 .0145 .000290
709.2 .0196 .000593
872.3 .0262 ,000524
1021.2 .033o .000666
836.9 .0314 .000628
695.0 .0287 .000575
iA
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GOLUl/IN 8051
Computed Data
Continued
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs, per sq. in. Deforrr.ation
50 in' 3. 1 in.
524 .
8
.0249 .000498
5G1 ,
7
.0205 .000411
198.5 .0153 .000306
74.4 .0114 .000228
10r?lw? ,0373 .000747
74.4 .0132 ,000264
1021.2 ,0392 .000784
74.4 .0142 .000284
1021,2 ,0406 .000911
74,4 .0155 .000310
1028.3 .0423 .000846
74.4 ,0166 .000552
1021.2 .0432 .000864
74,4 .0178 .000355
1021,2 .0444 .000887
74,4 .0185 .000569
1021,2 .0461 ,000922
74.4 .0194 .000387
1021 .
2
.0468 ,000937
74.4 ,0201 .000401
1055.4 ,0464 ,000927
74.4 .0207 .000415
187,9 .0228 ,000456
361,7 .0280 .000560
539.0 .0354 .000667
716,3 .0589 .000778
872,5 ,0456 .000872
1021,2 .0481 ,000963
1219.8 ,0552 .001104
1510,6 .1424 .002848
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\foOO
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Oolumn BOSl
Qauqe LenqVh 50 \n.
Dinoeo'sions IZin.X
Area= 14 \ "sq. \n. Aap lA Dap
Mixture i'hl.. Cemem Un\versQ\
Mqk. Load -7.\3,00O \bJ
Lin\"Y De-^ormQ-Y ion m'.-^ per
o
o
o
8
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o
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GOLUlvH^ 8013
Observed Data
Len^yth
Cau£;e
Diameter
10
Length
ft, in.
100 in.
12.18 in.
Ilixture
Age when
Cement,
testGcl, 61 days.
TJnivorGal,
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extensonetor Readings
Transverse
Extensometer Readings
1. 2, 5
.
4, E. & N. & S.
3500 ,0000 .oooc .OOOC .0000 .2429 .2960
26000 .0050 .0035 . 0023 .0058 .2433 .2965
51000 .0119 .0079 .0035 .0101 ,2434 .2965
72000 .0190 .0130 .0142 .0152 .2435 ,2951
100500 .0221 .0225 .01^9 .0242 ,2439 .2960
125500 .0258 .0520 .0230 .0341 .2440 .2957
150000 .0299 .0403 .0278 .0428 .2439 . 2949
176000 .0342 .0502 .0321 .0521 .2438 .2944
201000 ..0400 .0590 .0368 .0609 .2435 .2939
235000 .0471 .0701 .0426 .0723 .2431 .2927
251500 .0522 .0777 .0460 .0789 .2427 .2917
275000 .0582 ,0860 ,0520 .0871 .2423 .2915
300000 .0652 ,0951 ,0590 .0962 .2407 .2908
326000 .0686 .1061 .0674 .1072 .2389 .2890
353000 .0692 .1151 .0725 .1161 .2369 .2872
377000 .0695 .irj43 , 07-61 .1260 .2347 .2848
401000 .0695 .1328 .0829 .1358 .2291 .2837
417000

6'6
COLU].m 8013
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal Transverse
Lbs. per sq. in. Deformation Defoimation
per E. & W. N. & S.
100 ins. 1 in.
. 0000 000000 . 000000 .000000
223,1 .0041 .000041 000003 -.000004
437.6 .0068 .000068 -.000004 -.000004
617.8 .0147 .000147 -.000005 •.000001
862.5 .0216 .000216 -^000008 --.000000
1077.0 .0286 .000286 -.000009 .000002
1287.0 .0353 .000353 ~. 000008 .000009
1510.1 .0421 ,000421 -.000007 .000013
1724.6 .0489 . 000489 -.000005 .000017
1993.1 .0575 ,000575 000002 .000027
2157.9 .0625 .000625 .000002 .000035
2359.5 .0696 .000696 .000005 .000037
2574.0 .0776 .000776 .000018 .000043
2797.1 .0873 .000875 .000033 .000058
3028.7 .0943 .000943 .000049 .000080
3234.7 .1011 .001011 .000067 .000092
3440.6 .1094 . 001094 .000113 .000101
I

o
o
o
:-34
350O
33O0
3JOO
^OOO
Z600
Z700
ZSCO
Z400
Column ^01"3 Z.300
Qauge Length -iCO inches
O ircumfcrenee ^ 3 8.7. m
.
Mixture Cemen"V l\nwer"3a\
Mqk. Load= 4\100C \t>
Kox.LinW Load-- ^SIT."^ Ib.iper^.io
o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
o
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o
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GOLU].m 8014
Observed Data
Length 10 ft. 0^ in,. Mixture 1-1-3.
Gauge Lorifjth 100 in. Ago when tested, 30 days.
Diameter 12.35 in. Cement, Universal.
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extensomet er Readings Extensometer Readings
1 2 3 4 F.. 8c W. N. &
6500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,2790 ,2945
22000 .0025 .0012 .0021 .0037 ,2780 .2937
51500 .0070 .0078 .0082 .0112 .2759 .2957
75000 .0142 .0170 .2740 .2917
100000 .0191 .0205 .0172 . 0232 .2718 .2900
124000 ,0272 .0258 .0218 .0705 .2695 .2878
152000 ,0360 .0350 .0283 .0389 .2669 .2851
177000 .0432 .0592 . 0343 .0468 ,2640 ,2820
201000 ,0510 .0460 .0404 .0543 .2615 .2819
230000 .0608 ,0548 .0487 .0642 .2582 .2800
252000 .0692 .0620 .0557 .0720 ,2557 .3780
275000 ,0774 ,0698 .0631 .0800 .2530 • .2748
302000 .0372 .0790 .0717 ,0894 .2500 .2725
525000 ,0964 ,0868 .0798 .0999 .2475 .2703
350000 ,1C72 .0980 ,0900 .1081 , 2443 .2675
375000 , 1202 .1108 ,1009 .1183 ,2405 . 2642
400000 ,1532 ,1265 .1139 .lr:52 ,2375 .2610
404000

3G
COLUIIN 8014
Coraputo'i Data
Unit Load Lon<Titu.iinal
Lba. per sq in. neforraation
per
ioo ins. 1 m
.
Ob. 1 .0000 , OuOOuO
loo. O ,0024 , 000024
,0086 . 000086
644, 8 ,0156 .000156
848,4 ,0200 .000200
1052,0 .0263 .000265
1289,6 .0341 .000341
1501,7 ,0409 .000409
1705.3 ,0479 ,000479
1951.3 .0571 .000571
2138.0 ,0647 . 000647
2333.1 ,0726 .000726
2562,3 ,0818 .000818
2757.3 ,0907 .000907
2969.4 ,1008 .001008
3181.5 ,1126 .001126
3393.6 .1247 .001247
3427.5
Transverse
Deformation
E. & W. N. & S.
.000000 .000000
.000008 .000007
.000025 .000007
.000041 .000023
.000058 .000036
.000077 .000054
.000099 ,000076
.000122 .000102
.000142 .000102
.000170 ,000118
,000190 ,000134
.000212 ,000161
.000237 ,000184
.000257 ,000197
.000283 .000220
.000.114 ,000247
.000338 .000273

\&oo
nooo-
po
5300
^200
3100
3000
ZSooJ
Z.4CO
ColumnBO\4 no^
'Oircurr>ference^3C).5 in- •zjooj
Ml xture'. 1- l^Z. CepnUnwer^ci) looc^
A9e^GODa;j^.
Max. Load ^404rOCO\b. i^ooj
noQ£
o
o
o
r
o
o
o
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GOLUJiN 8015
Observed Data
Length 9 ft. lO-J: in. Mixture 1-1-D.
Gauge Length 100 in. Age when tested, 67 days.
Diameter 13.25 in. Cement, Chicago AA.
Load Longitudinal . Transverse
Pounds Extensometer Readings Extensorneter Readings
1 2 3 4 E. 6^ W. N. & 3,
7000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 . .2305 .2555
26000 .0048 .0052 .0032 .0048 .2303 .2545
51000 .0031 .0122 ,0105 .0110 .2285 .2537
75000 .0145 .0186 .0170 .0165 .2278 .2522
102000 .0208 .0260 .0250 .0232 .2251 .2504
126000 .0268 .0332 .0335 ,0300 ,2218 .2477
150000 ,0530 , 0402 .0400 .0362 .2210 .2459
175000 .0374 .0478 .0485 .0430 .2205 .2438
201000 ,0445 .0562 .0572 .0515 .2187 .2416
225000 .0468 .0650 .0665 .0590 .2157 .2395
250000 .0474 .0738 .0780 .0678 .2111 .2375
275000 .0515 .0832 .0880 .0758 .2065 .2344
300000 .0560 .0940 .1015 ,0850 .2038 .2308
325000 .0618 .1047 .1122 .0932 .1999 .2264
350000 .0638 ,1170 .1285 .1040 ,1951 .2206
375000 .0708 .1320 .1462 . 1152 .1898 .2134
400000
ii
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COLmm 8015
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs. per si in. Deformation
per
J. W*>^ J. ilu • 1 in
4.
tjCiKJ * V?
il*^? 7 m n 7
636 «
5
.0167 .000167
865.4 .0238 .000238
1069.0 .0309 .000309
1272,6 .0374 ,000374
1484.7 .0442 .000442
1705.3 .0524 .000524
1908.9 .0593 .000593
2121.0 .0667 .000657
2333.1 .0746 .000746
2545.2 .0841 .000841
2757.3 .0929 .000929
2969.4 , 1035 .001053
3181.5 .1160 .001160
5393.6
Transverse
Deformation
• ^.c • N 8c S
.
000000 000000
000008
.000016 .000015
.000022 .000027
.000044 . 000042
.000071 .000054
.000077 .000078
.000082 .000095
.000096 .000114
.000121 .000131
.000159 ,000147
.000196 .0001 72
.000218 .000202
.000250 .000258
.000289 .000285
.000332 .000344

40
^400
IBOO
\ioo
3^00
^000
ZlOO
Z500
Column <£>0)5~ zzoo
Qauge. Length^ \00\n.
Circumference - 3S.5 \o.
Are.a = I IT&^q- in.
Mixi-ure. l-l-X. CemeniChicaqoAA
Age= (^T Da\(s
KlQK. Load= 400,000 \b.
Mqk. Lln»t Load- 3 393. (bib. per
\e>oo
noo
r
Linrt Detormair^on m'^ per m
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COLUI.nT 8021
Observed Data
Length 10 ft, 1 in.
Gauge Lon^th 100 in.
Diameter 12.56 in.
Mixture 1-2-4.
Ago v/hen tested, 14 dayii.
Ceri.ent, Universal.
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extensomet er Readings
Transverse
Extensometer Readings
E.
6500 ,0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 ,0121
12000 .0018 ,0023 .0005 .0010 ,0119
20000 ,0024 .0053 ,0022 , 0052 ,0118
305:0 .0068 .0100 ,0052 .0102 .0116
41000 ,0104 ,0140 ,0085 .0146 ,0114
51500 ,0158 ,0175 .0123 ,0192 .0113
61000 .0202 ,0220 ,0161 ,0242 .0112
70600 ,0256 ,0264 ,0204 .0294 .0109
80000 .0514 .0312 ,0250 .0346 .0108
90300 .0384 .0362 .0255 .0420 .0106
100000 .0467 ,0432 .0353 ,0506 .0104
110000 ,0570 ,0523 .0425 ,0624 .0102
120000 .0692 ,0645 .0521 ,0724 .0099
130000 .0902 ,0855 ,0690 , 1026 .0092
152000
41
coLinm 8021
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal Transverse
Lbs. per sq in. Defomiation Deformation
per
100 ins. 1 in. Unit
54.2 .0000 . 000000 .000000
100.0 .0014 .000014 .000004
16G,7 .0038 .000038 .000006
255.1 .0081 .000081 .000010
541 .
7
.0119 .000119 .000013
424.5 .0162 .000162 .000015
514.4 .0206 .000206 .000017
588.5 .0255 .000255 .000022
666.8 .0506 .000506 .000025
750.2 .0355 .000555 .000029
833.5 .0440 .000440 .000032
916.9 .0536 .000536 .000035
1000.2 .0646 .000646 .000042
1083.6 .08C8 .000868 .000055
1100.3
)
41
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Area-= 1Z.O.O -sc^. lo.
Mixture: \~Z-A Cement UnwersakJ
Age. - 14 DaN/s>.
Max. Load-- I3>Z.,000 lb.
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COLUMN 8032
Obsorval Data
L3ngth 10 ft. 1 in. Mixture 1-2-4.
Gauge Length TOO in. Age whan teste 1, 14 daya.
Diametor 11,78 in. Cement, Chicago AA.
Load Longitudinal e
Pounds Extonaoraeter Readings Extenaometor Reading
a
1 2 3 4 E. & W. N. & S.
6500 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 .2424 .2273
11700 .0040 .0018 .0012 .0014 .2443 .2265
24000 .0100 .0058 .0042 .0084 .2439 .2259
35i300 .0175 .0120 .0068 .0160 .2431 .2246
47000 .0270 .0195 . .01:52 .0258 .2416 .2225
59000 .0410 .0505 .0254 .0414 .2354 .2177
70000 .0632 .0498 ,0458 .0670 .2255 . 2095
75000 .0950 .0760 .0758 .1022 .2013 .1830
ii
I
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COLUMN 8022
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lb3. per 3q in. Deformation
per
100 ins. 1 in.
59.6 .0000 .000000
107.3 ,0021 ,000021
222.0 .0071 .000071
325.7 .0131 , 000131
431.2 .0214 .000214
541.3 ,0346 .000346
642.2 .0565 .000565
688.0 .0873 .000873
Tranaverso
Deformation
Unit Unit
E.& W. N.& S.
.000000 .000000
.000016 .000007
.000013 .000012
.000006 .000023
.000007 .000041
.000059 . 000082
.000144 .000151
.000349 .000376
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Colomo BOTLX
O iroumi^e-rcnce- 3T.O inches
M\y+ar<^ |-Z~4 Cement Chica^^oAK
Aqe.- 14 Days
KlaK. Load-15,000 \b.
Mqk. Lln\i^ Load = (oS6.0 \b. per -so. \n.
on in.'s per NO i
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COLiniN 80G1
Observed Data
Length 3 ft. 0-^ in. Mixture 1-2-4-
.
Gau,'';6 Length 50 in. Age when teste!, 14 "laya.
Dimension 11 3/15 in. x 12 l/8 in. Camont, Chicago AA,
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extensometor Readings Extensoineter Readings
1. 2. 3. 4, E. ^r ^V. N, & 3.
1500 .0000
11000 .0005
20000 ,0021
30500 ,005.1
20000 .0049
11000 .0035
1000 .0014
30500 .0061
11000 .0035
1000 .0018
31000 .0068
1000 .0019
31000 .0072
1000 .0020
31000 .0078
1000 .0022
31500 .0079
1000 ,0022
34000
1000 .0025
54000 .0090
1000 .0029
31000 .0089
1000 .0029
11000 .0039
19000 .0060
33000 ,0091
51000 .0192
20000 .0154
1000 .0060
51000 .0212
1000 .0069
.0000 .0000 .0000
.0002 ,0025 .0003
.0022 .0048 .0017
.0053 .0061 .0045
.0048 .0054 .0036
.0036 .0048 .0031
.0003 .0028 .0003
.0060 .0077 ,0055
.0030 ,0061 .0033
.0002 .0050 .0008
.0061 .0072 .0061
.0003 .0034 .0011
,0069 .0078 .0075
,0002 .0038 .0018
.0068 .0079 .0073
.0008 .0040 .0021
.0070 .0084 .0074
.0005 .0042 .0017
.0072 .0081
.0008 .0042 .0022
.0078 ,0091 .0083
.0009 .0044 .0023
.0070 .0089 .0081
.0010 .0047 ,0024
.0021 .0062 .0039
.0042 .0077 .0061
.0075 .0093 .0085
.0135 .0145 ,0160
.0090 .0101 .0115
.0020 .0055 .0044
.0142 .0155 ,0176
.0022 .0059 .0050
.2441 ,2716
.2437 .2721
. 2434 .2714
.2427 .2714
.2451 .2714
.2437 ,2719
,2440 .2719
.2430 .2711
.2434 .2713
.2439 .2724
.24,'?.4 .2708
. 243 6 ,2715
.2423 ,2705
.2433 ,2713
.2421 .2703
.2436 .2711
• 24 »oO ,2707
.2433 .2712
.2419 .2706
,2432 .2714
.2416 .2706
,2430 ,2713
.2418 ,2707
.2430 .2712
.2424 ,2709
, 2423 ,2709
.2421 .2704
,2590 ,2691
.2411 ,2694
. 2424 , 2704
.2383 .2687
.2423 .2706

COLUI.IN 8061.
Observed Data
Continued
.
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extensometor Readings Extensometer Readings
1 . 2. 3
.
4. E. & W. N. &
51000 .0232 .0152 .0159 .0189 .2377 .2687
2000 .0091 ,0033 .0065 ,0062 .2417 .2703
51000 .0248 .0152 .0159 ,0168 .2371 .2681
1000 .0102 .0041 .0065 ,0070 .2416 .2702
51000 .0262 .0165 .0174 .0214 .2369 .2678
1000 .0105 .0042 .0067 ,0071 . 2416 .2700
51000 .0272 .0168 .0176 .0217 .2368 .2678
1000 .0110 .0040 .0069 .0073 .2415 .2700
52000 .0285 .0178 .0185 .0231 .2364 .2673
1000 .0119 .0042 .0073 .0074 .2417 .2699
51000 .0291 .0172 .0185 ,0254 .2367 .2675
1000 .0121 .0042 .0074 .0081 .2420 .2699
52000 .0300 .0190 .0193 ,0249 .2363 .2669
2000 .0142 .0048 .0030 .0086 .2419 .2696
11000 .0170 .0065 .0094 ,0111 .2416 .2693
21000 .0220 .0102 .0118 ,0151 .2409 .2690
31000 .0260 .0138 .0140 .0182 .2395 .2685
42000 .0279 .0160 .0172 .0221 .2381 .2678
52000 .0318 .0190 .0203 .0256 ,2367 .2668
63000 .0382 .0230 .0245 .0304 .2340 .2658
59000 .0580 .0190 .0213 .0264 « 2355 .2651
24000 .0329 .0158 .0173 .0242 .2387 .2663
2000 .0205 .0065 .0102 .0123 .2419 . 2696
62000 .0432 .0242 .0268 .0342 . 2532 . 2652
1000 .0219 .0068 .0116 ,0127 . 2423 .2698
62000 .0462 .0261 .0294 .0361 .2326 .2649
2000 .0259 .0080 .0115 ,0153 .2424 .2625
61666 .0490 .0262 .0512 .0370 .2321 .2646
2000 .0270 ,0082 .0148 .0153 .2427 .2695
61000 .0514 .0270 .0404 .2319 .2643
1000 .0272 .0085 .0167 .0164 .2429 .2700
61000 .0530 ,0289 .0369 .0421 .2312 .2637

49
COLUIIN 8061
Observed Data
Continued
Load Lon<ritudinal
Pounds Extonsorneter Readings
1 2 3 6
1000 . 0298 , 0088 .0191 .0177
62000 ^\ r~ r>.0o72 .0290 ,0397 .0452
1000 .0312 .0091 .0215 .0193
61000 .0595 .0290 .0422 .0465
1000 . 0340 f^N /~i r~.0095 .0241 .0209
61000 .0610 .0290 .0455 .0484
2000 ,0368 .0108 .0271 .0254
61000 .0649 .0292 ,0477 .0505
1000 .0390 .0112 .0285 .0246
61000 .0680 .0300 .0495 .0535
1000 .0425 .0120 .0310 .0268
61000 .0702 .0305 .0521 .0564
5000 .0452 .0132 ,0332 ,0295
12000 .0499 .0145 ,0357 .0341
28000 .0600 .0209 .0412 .0423
46000 ,0682 ,0275 .0493 ,0502
61000 .0735 .0315 ,0542 .0581
70000 .0832 .0558 .0615 .0663
1000 .0510 .0151 .0388 .0347
68000 .1140 .0440 .0890 ,0916
Transverse
Extensometer Readino;s
E. & W. II. & S.
.2428 .2691
.2305 .2625
.2428 .2683
.2305 .2617
.2429 .2679
.2299 .2611
,2433 .2673
.2295 .2599
.2421 .2673
.2291 .2593
.2418 .2659
.2290 .2577
.2411 .2646
. 2401 .2642
.2365 .2610
• 2321 .2579
.2279 .2563
.2240 .2505
.2390 .2639
.2195 .2462
1
1k
50
GOLUI/ill 8061
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal Transverse
Lbs. per sq. in. Deformation Deformation
50 in' 3. 1 in. E. & W. IT. &
11.
s
,0000 .000000 .000000 .000000
81.1 .0009 .000018 ,000003 -.000004
147.4 .0027 ,000054 .000006 .000002
.0053 .000105 .000012 .000002
147.2 .0047 .000094 ,000008 .000002
81.1 .0038 .000073 .000003 -.000003
7.4 .0012 .000024 ,000000 -.000005
224.8 .0063 .000127 ,000009 .000004
181,1 .0037 ,000075 .000006 .000003
7.4 .0014 .000029 .000010 -.000007
228,5 .0065 .000131 .000014 .000008
7.4 .0017 .000034 .000013 .000000
228.5 ,0074 .000147 .000015 .000009
7.4 .0020 .000040 .000003 .000003
228.5 .0074 .000149 .000017 ,000007
7,4 .0025 .000045 .000004 .000004
232,2 .0077 .000154 .000013 .000008
7.4 ,0022 .000043 .000007 .000004
250 ! 6 .0077 .000153 .000018 .000008
7,4 .0024 .000049 .000008 .000002
250.6 ,0086 .000171 .000021 .000008
7.4 .0025 .000055 ,000009 ,000003
CjCiO . O .0082 .000165 .000019 .000008
7.4 . 0028 .000055 .000009 ,000003
81.1 .0040 .000081 .000014 .000006
140.0 ,0060 .000120 .000015 .000006
243.2 .0086 .000172 .000017 .000010
375,9 .0158 .000316 .000043 .000021
147,4 .0115 .000230 ,000025 .000018
7.4 .0045 .000090 .000014 .000010
375.9 .0171 .000343 .000048 .000024
7,4 .0050 .000100 .000015 .000008

51
GOLmm 8061
Conputol Data
Continued
Unit Load Longitudinal Tranaverao
Lbs. per sq. in. Deformation Deformation
50 in 'a, 1 in, E. & W. :i. c
375.9 .0183 .000366 .000053 . 000024
14.7 . 0064 .000127 .000020 ,000011
375. 9 ,0195 ,000391 . 000058 .000029
7.4 ,0070 .000139 .000021 ,000012
375.9 ,0204 .000408 .000060 ,000032
7.4 .0071 ,000143 .000021 ,000013
375.9 .0208 ,000417 .000060 ,000032
7.4 ,0073 .000146 .000022 ,000013
383.2 .0220 .000440 .000064 .000035
7.4 .0077 .000154 .000020 .000014
375.9 ,0221 ,000443 .000062 .000034
7.4 .0080 ,000159 .000017 .000014
383.2 .0233 , 0004 '3t3 .000065 .000039
14,7 .0089 .000178 ,000018 .000017
81,1 .0110 ,000220 .000021 .000019
154.8 ,0148 .000296 .000027 .000022
228.5 .0180 .000360 .000038 ,000026
309,5 ,0208 .000416 .000050 ,000032
383.2 ,0242 .000484 .000062 ,000040
454,3 .0290 .000581 .000084 ,000048
287.4 .0262 .000524 .000072 .000054
176.9 ,0226 ,000451 .000045 ,000044
14.7 .0124 .000249 .000018 .000015
466.9 ,0321 ,000642 ,000091 ,000053
7.4 ,0132 ,000265 ,000015 ,000015
456,9 ,0345 .000689 ,000096 ,000056
14,7 .0152 .000304 ,000014 ,000076
449,6 ,0352 .000717 .000100 ,000058
14.7 .Ol-'^. .000327 .000012 ,000018
449,6 ,0381 .000761 ,000102 ,000061
7.4 .0172 . 000344 .000010 .000013
449.6 .0402' .000805 ,000108 ,000066

52
COLIJ]/rN 8061
Computed Data
Continued
Unit Load Loncjitudinal Transverse
Lbs. per sq. in. Deformation Deformation
50 in '3 1 in
.
E. & W. u. & s.
7.4 ,0189 .000377 .000011 .000021
455.9 ,0428 .000856 .000113 .000076
7.4 .0203 .000406 .000011 .000038
449
.
6
.0443 .000886 .000115 .000083
7.4 .0221 . 000443 .000010 ,000030
449. S .0460 .000920 .000118 .000088
14.7 .0245 .000490 .000007 .000036
449.6 .0480 .000960 .000122 .000104
7,4 .0258 .000516 .000016 .000036
449.6 . 0503 .001005 .000126 .000102
7.4 .0281 .000562 .000019 .000048
449.6 .0523 .001046 .000126 .000116
22.1 .0303 .000606 .000025 .000058
88.4 .0336 .000671 .000033 .000062
206.4 .0411 .000822 .000063 .000098
339.0 .0488 .000976 .000017 .000114
449.6 .0543 ,001086 .000135 .000128
515.9 .0617 .001234 .000176' .000176
7,4 ,0349 .000598 .000042 .000064
501.2 .0846 .001693 .000205 .000212
)
II
\aoo
iioo
\500
1400
cr\ZDO lO
noo ci-
\ooo
aoo J
700
GOO
500
40O
Co\umn SOCdI
Dimen-sion^ •. \\*^in. X in
•
Mix-ture )-Z~4. Ce.ment Oh^cac^o A.K
Mqk . Load - 10,000 \b.
Max Unrt Load ^5^53 lb.per^c:y\n
Unit Peformation in'.-siperr
g) g o -
Q o 5
o o o o
ii
4
Observe i Data
Length 9 ft. 9 in. Mixture 1-2-4.
Gauge Lenf^th 100 in. A^e when tested, 6G days.
Diameter is.lQ in. Cement, Universal.
Load Lonfdtudinal Transverse
Pounds Sictensometer Readin Ertensoir.eter Readings
1 2 3 4 E. & W,
6500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0134
21600 .0069 .0031 .0030 .0057 .0126
41100 .0148 .0088 .0088 .0081 .0117
61000 .0194 .0149 .0138 .0188 .0109
71000 .0249 .0195 .0193 .0243 .0100
85000 .0252 .0257 ,0253 ,0294 .0090
100300 ,0361 .0330 .0318 .0349 .0080
120000 .0462 .0430 .0400 .0433 .0065
130500 .0527 .0491 .0445 .0492 ,0053
141000 .0577 .0539 . 0483 .0538 . 0042
151000 ,0629 .0596 .0527 .0588 .0030
161000 .0688 .0649 .0569 .0639 .0020
175000 .0774 .0728 .0538 .0712 .0003
185600 .0858 .0790 .0697 .0771 -.0010
200500 .0928 .0874 .0706 .0851 -.0031
211000 .1011 .0955 ,0830 .0924 -.0051
220500 .1088 .0977 .0890 .0993 -.OO'^O
230500 .1173 .1108 .0964 .1070 -.0092
240500 ' .1269 .1201 .1048 .1157 -.0121
251500 .1371 .131 6 .iir.4 .1252 -.0151
262000 .1485 .1420 .1234 .1360 -.0240
271000

55
Unit Load
Lbs, per sq in.
GOLmu'N 8023
Computed Data
Longitudinal
Deforni.ation
per
100 ins. 1 in.
Transvorae
Deformation
E. & W.
55.
3
.0000 .000000 ,000000
183.
8
.0047 .000047 .000007
o49.8 ,0101 .000101 .000014
ol9.1 ,0167 .0001 67 ,000021
604,2 .0220 .000220 .000028
725.3 .0264 .000264 .000036
853.6 ,0540 .000340 .000044
1021,2 .0431 .000431 .000057
1110.6 .0489 ,000489 .000066
1199.9 . 0534 .000534 .000075
1^89 .3 .0585 .000585 ,000085
1370.1 .0636 .000636 ,000094
1489.2 .0713 ,000713 ,000108
1579.5 .0774 ,000774 .000118
1706.3 .0855 .000855 .000135
1795,6 .0930 ,000930 .000152
1876.5 .0987 ,000987 .000167
1961.6 .1079 .001079 .000185
2046,7 .1169 .001169 .000209
2140.3 .1268 .001268 .000235
222w «
6
.1375 ,001375 ,000307
2306,2

\&oo
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l\500 ^
I
^
'l400 Ci-
[\zoo-o i flj
O f to
^
.7^
700
Column I
Oircom-ference^ ine'hes
Mixi~ure; 1-7.-4 Oemen*\ Universal'
Age" ^^-^^^
Hax.Load- ZlipOO \ b •
Hax.Unit Loadi- l^Ofo.X Ib.per-DC^W
L O
OO
O
O
O
O
o
Um-t- De"^ormat\cn in.:^ per ir>.
o
o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
o
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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COLUT/N 8034
Obaerved Data
Length 10 ft in • jlixture 1-2-4
.
Gaugo Length 100 in
.
Age when teoted, 65 days.
Diametor 12.19 in • Cement
,
Universal
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pound:! Extenaometer Readings n.oci>.LXiigo
1 2 3 4 V Z VIill t cc n t TI Z C!
6500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0074 .0050
20400 .0049 .0030 .0052 .0050 .0067 .0051
40000 .0120 .0100 .0097 .0111 .0055 .0048
60000 .0198 .0176 .0177 .0196 .0043 .0047
80000 .0264 .0243 .0214 .0296 ,0028 .0044
100500 .0363 .0338 .0352 .0395 ,0014 .0040
116000 .0443 .0413 .0432 .0481 .0002 .0034
130500 .0527 .0491 .0510 .0562 -.0010 .0029
14G000 ,0625 ,0578 .0592 .0663 -.0022 .0021
160500 .0721 .0665 .0683 .C751 -.0036 .0012
174000 .0814 .0749 .0772 .0860 -.0051 .0000
190500 .0847 .0868 .0898 .1010 -.0073 -.0023
200000 .1066 ,0966 .0999 .1124 -.0089 -.0036
210000 .1177 .1108 .1094 .1246 -.0109 -.0073
220000 .1395 .1217 .1209 .1442 -.0125 -.0085
4
COLUl.lN 8024
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs. per aq in. Deformation
per
100 ins. 1 in.
55.5 .0000 .000000
173.6 .0040 .000040
540.4 .0107 .000107
510.6 .0187 ,000187
680.8 .0254 .000254
855.5 .0362 .000562
987.5 .0442 .000442
1110,6 .0523 .000523
1242.5 .0615 .000615
1365.9 .0708 .000708
1480.7 .0799 .000799
1621.2 .0906 .000906
1702.0 .1039 .001039
1787.1 .1156 .001156
1872.2 ,1316 .001316
Transverse
Deformation
Total Unit
.000000 .000000
.000006 .000000
.000016 .000002
.000025 .000003
.000038 .000005
.000049 .000008
.000059 .000013
.000069 .000017
.000079 .000024
.000090 .000031
.000102 .000041
.000120 .000060
.000134 .000070
.000150 .000100
.000163 .000110
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noo
)(oOO
\50O
1400
'0
>
to
L
>
IZOO
1100 <s
cry
c
o
Column SOZ/V
Cqauge Length -=100 inche-^
drcum'terence = '!)&3 mcbe^
Area - in. 5 io-
L.oQd = ZZO,000 lb. i
Kax. Uoi-V Load- i^lZ.Z\b.per^(^.)D
8
o
oQ
Unii- Def-orrDO"V\or> \n!'=5per\n^
^
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COLUMN 8025
Obaerved Data
Lonrth 10 ft. 1/S in.
Grauffo Length 100 in.
Diameter 13.18 in.
Mixture 1-2-4.
Ago when teats'l, GG days.
Cement, Universal.
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extenaomater Readings
Transverse
Extonsometer Readings
6500 .0000 .0000 ,0000 ,0000 .2066 . 2334
21000 .0026 .0038 .0032 ,0028 .2063 .2337
41000 .0095 .0090 .0091 .0088 .2055 .2337
60500 .0170 ,0110 .0157 .0135 .2049 .2332
80000 • .0252 .0196, .0235. ,0195 ,2039 ,2326
100000 .0328 . 0263 .0312 .0258 . 2024 .2318
120000 .0404 .0350 .0399 .0326 .2002 ,2307
140000 .0492 . 0442 .0497 .0404 ,1981 .2297
161000 .0582 .0548 .0609 ,0506 .. 1956 . 2282
180000 ,0692 .0660 .0722 .0608 .1926 ,2267
200000 .0820 .0800 .0867 .0728 .1895 ,2246
220000 .0990 . 1005 .1073 ,0898 .1849 ,2214
237000
I
I
51
COLUL'N 3025
GoRiputod Data
Unit Loa^l Longitudinal
Lba. par q(i in. Defortnat ion
per
1 m
.
55.
8
.0000 . 000000
180.2 .0031 .000031
351.8 .0091 .000091
519.1 .0143 .000143
686.4 .0220 .000220
858.0 .0290 .000290
1029.6 .0370 .000370
1201.2 .0459 .000459
1381.4 .0561 .000561
1544.4 .0671 .000571
1716.0 .0804 . 000804
1887.6 .0992 ,000992
2033.5
Transveroe
Deformation
Tin T f TTnl fUiiX u
N.5: S.
.000000 .000000
.000002 -.000002
.000009 •-.000002
.000014 .000002
. 000022 .000007
.000034 ,000013
.000053 .000022
.000070 .000030
.000090 .000043
.000115 . 000055
,000140 .000072
.000178 .000099
I
1
(7
C
C
A
Column SOZ,5
<3i^uge Length = lOO inches
C irc-umferenee^ 5£>.Z inches.
A re.a = I \ (a.(o ^q . m
.
Mixture^ I-Z.-4- Oement LinjYer^\
Max. Loacl -Z5T.OOO lb.
Max. Linii~ Load - ZO 5 '5. 5" lb. pernio.

GOLlJim 107
Observed Data
Length 10 ft . 0-J: in
.
Grau^e Length 100 in.
Diamater 13.18 in.
Mixture 1-2-4.
Ago when tested, 379 days.
Cement, Chicago AA.
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extensometer Keadinga
Tranaverao
E:ct enaometor Readings
E. 5: V?. N. Sc 3.
5500 .0000 ,0000 ,0000 .0000 .2689 .2704
35000 .0083 .0000 .0000 . 0086 ,2701 .3715
52000 .01b6 .0048 .0025 .0164 .2697 .3733
75000 .0213 .0088 .0076 .0315 .2691 .3718
100000 .0279 .0144 .0136 .0277 ,2682 .3724
125000 .0344 .0190 .018-1 .0335 .2673 .3715
151000 .0430 .0258 .0224 ,0418 .2661 .3705
176000 .0509 .0324 .0380 .0484 .3648 .3698
200000 .0605 .0398 .0328 .0574 .3629 .2686
225000 .0715 .0482 .0428 .0676 .2603 .3670
248000 ,0843 .0578 .2571 .2653
267000 .0977 .0690 .3531 .3629
382000

64
COLUMN 107
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal Transverse
Lbs. per si in. i;)eforraation Deformation
(JUS. J TTn T tUliJL u
inn I n CI TP .'I W V z. ^
55.8 .0000 .000000 .000000 .000000
214.5 .0042 . 000042 -.000010 -.000010
446.2 .0098 .000098 -.000007 -.000015
643. b .0148 .000148 - . 000002 -.000011
858.0 . 0209 ,000.109 .000006 -.000016
1072.5 .0263 .000263 .000014 -.000010
1297.6 ,0353 .000333 .000023 -.000001
1510.1 ,0399 .000599 .000034 .000005
1716,0 .0475 .000476 .000049 .000015
1950.5 .0575 .000675 ,000071 .000028
2127.8 ,0712 .000712 .000097 , 000043
2290.9 .0854 .000834 .000129 .000051
2419.6
4{
4
1900
l&OO
Z400
zzoo
ZCOO
\«^ool
IBOO
\1oo
Co\umn \01.
C^auc^^ Le.nqi-V~>~\00 inebe.^
Otroum+erence^^&.Z mche-^
Area- U(o.(d -sc^.^n-
Mixture-'. l^ZrA- Oement Chicac^oAA.
Ha X. Load - ZSl.OOC I b
Max. Unit LO(3d=Z.4\'^.(o Ib.per-sc^. lo.
Unit Petormat)on \n.^ per\n
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COLUMIT 161
Obaervad Data
Length 10 ft. 1 in.
Gauge Length 100 in.
Diameter 8.67 in.
Mixture 1-2-4.
Age when tetitod, 1 year
Cement, Chicago AA.
Load
Pounds
Longitudinal
E:cten3onieter Readings
L 2 3 4
3000
10000
20000
30000
40000
51000
60000
70000
80000
90000
100000
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0050 .0025 .0029 .0040
.0129 .0090 .0089 .0114
.0195 .0163 .0139 .0173
.0275 .0260 .0206 .0230
.0560 .0350 .0272 .0296
.0450 .0445 .0341 .0357
.0543 .0553 .0413 .0425
. 0625 .0700 .0511 ,0516
.0830 .0375 .0523 .0622
I
COLUliN 161
Computad Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs. per aq in.
,
Deformation
psr
100 in. 5. 1 in.
50.8 .0000 .000000
169.4 .0056 ,000036
338.8 ,0106 .000106
508, .0168 ,000168
677,5 ,0242 ,000242
865.9 ,0320 .000320
1016.4 ,0398 ,000398
1185.8 ,0484 ,000484
1555,2 ,0588 .000588
1524.6 .0738 .000738
1693.7
i
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Cqauge. Lcng-Vb^ \0O'\ncV)e^
C ircurr>ference=Z.T.Z. inches^
Area= I \ 5.4 sq. io.
Mixture 1-1-4- OemenV-Ohicaqo AA
Age=51T Dap
Kla)c. Load ^ \ CO,C>0o \ b.
.
Un'^i D'^'^ormai'^on \n!^ per
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COLira 162
Length 10 ft, 1-^ in.
Crauge Len.r'th 100 in.
Diameter 8. S3 in.
Observed Data
Uixture
Age when
Cement
,
1-2-4.
tested, 1 year,
Chica;7o AA.
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extensoneter Readings
1 2 3 4
3000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
9700 .0035 ,0055 .0028 .0055
21000 .0092 .0082 .0093 .0112
31000 .0155 .0137 .oir>4 ,0165
40500 .0228 .0190 .0216 .0236
50000 .0295 .0250 .0275 .0302
61000 ,0372 .0325 .0355 .0582
70000 .0450 ,0395 ,0425 .0460
80000 .0545 ,0485 .0513 .0552
90000 .0640 .0575 .0596 .0638
100000 .0762 .0685 .0708 .0704
110000 .0910 .0815 ,0855 .0794
120000 .1210 .1055 ,1051
123000
f
ii
1
GOLUIAN 1G2
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs. por sq in. Deformation
Per 100 ins
.
Per in.
49.0 .0000 .000000
158,4 .0053 . 000053
542,9 .0095 .000095
503.2 .0153 ,000155
661.4 .0218 ,000218
816.5 .0281 .000281
996.1 .0359 .000359
1143.1 .0433 , 000435
1306.4 .0524 .000524
1469.7 .0612 .000612
1633,0 .0715 .000715
1796.3 ,0839 .000859
1959.6 .1099 .001099
2008.6
iI
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1
Column \(b'^
Qauqe Le.nqtVo=^\00 inches
0_ircurr)"ference ^ZT.l \ncV1e-5
Area= (b\.'L -sq. ir>-
lYlAxture, : \~Z-A Cement <ZY)\coopkK
Mo X . Load- IZ^.Ooc \ b.
Max. Uo\-V Load=^Z.Oo:&.(o\b.per^oj.
Ur)»i- Pe.formQi'ion in'^ per ^n.
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COLUl^nJ 8032
Observed Data
Length 10 ft. in.
Gauge Length 100 in.
Dianioter 12.01 in.
L'ixture 1-5-6.
Age when teated, 14 days,
Cement, Chicago AA,
Load
Pounds
5500
15000
30000
40000
40000
Longitudinal
Extensometer Readings12 3 4
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0058 .0042 .OOotS .0054
.0258 .0242 .0248 .0232
.1020 .1090 .0910 .0726
Traverse
Extensometcr Readings
.2620
. 2609
.2584
.2519
.2485
.2475
.2456
.2385
i1
1'6
COLinm 8032
Unit Load
Lbs . per sq in.
Computed Data
Longitudinal
Deformation
per
100 ins. 1 in
Tranijverao
Deformation
Unit Unit
57.4
132.4
234.8
353.1
355 .1
.0000
.0053
.0245
.0937
.000000
.000053
.000245
.000937
.OOOOuu
,000009
.000029
.000084
.000000
.000008
.000024
.000085
i
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Column ©o-^z.
j
O \ rcum~ference ^ ^1.7. ^ncV^e-^
Area- 1 \ ^.'^ \r).
Mi\Yi^ure 1^5-(o Cemeni-Ch^ca^oAA
Age. 14 Da\j^
Max . Load -40,000 \b.
.
Max.Unit Load^ "355.1 \b.per'sc\.\D.
LJn^"V Pei"orrna~V\on \n.^ per \o
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COLin.m 8035
Observed Data
Length 10 ft. in.
Gauge Lenrrth 100 in.
Diameter 12.30 ii^.
]Jixture 1-5-6.
Age when tocted, 66 days.
Cement , Universal
.
Load Lon>j;itudinal
Pounds Extensoneter Readinr.s
Transverse
Extensometer Readingj
1 2 3 4 E. & W. N. & S.
6500 .0000 .0000 ,0000 ,0000 .1862 .2614
20000 .0030 .0036 .0055 .0039 .1855 .2609
37000 .0094 .0110 .0148 .0101 ,1853 ,2608
51000 .0150 .0170 .0188 ,0160 .1850 ,2608
66000 .0228 .0262 .0268 .0233 .1845 .2604
80000 .0502 .0362 .0353 .0301 .1839 .2602
100000 .0452 .0466 .0501 .0447 .1824 .2591
112000 .0578 .0620 .0600 .0560 .1805 ,2572
125000 .0740 .0752 .0727 .0720 .1770 .2542
140000 .1132 .1098 .1130 .1208 .1579 .2374
142000
(
Ii
1
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COLUIvIN 8035
Computed Data
Unit Load Longitudinal
Lbs. por 3q in. Deformation
per
100 inrj. 1 in.
54.7 .0000 .000000
168,3 .0040 .000040
311.2 .0113 .000113
428.9 .0167 .000167
555.1 .0248 .000248
672.8 . 0330 .000330
S41.0 .0467 .000467
941.9 .0590 .000590
1051 .5 .0755 ,000735
1177.4 .1142 .001142
1194.2
Transverne
Deformation
Total Unit
.000000 .000000
.000006 . 000004
.000007 .000005
.000010 ,000005
.000014 ,000008
.000019 ,000010
.000031 .000019
. 000046 .000035
,000075 .000059
. 000230 ,000189
4
ISOO
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\ioo
cr
\bOO u
\500
.
1400
^
1300 "0
woo
Column eo'^S
Oircumfer<^nce= 5£>.(o »nche-5
Area =^ I -isq. \ o.
MoK. Load= lAZ.COClb.
Mqy. Un,»i- Lead- 1 \^4.Z \b.per ^c^.m
Un\'V De^orinnQi~\on mi's per
I
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COLUM 8054
Observed Data
Length 10 ft . 0-^ in.
Gauge Length 100 in.
Diameter 12,25 in.
fixture 1--3-6.
Age when tested, 64
Cement, Universal.
day!!
Load Longitudinal
Pounds Extensometer Readin/rs
Transverse
Extensometer Readings
1 2 5 4 E. W. N. 5: S.
6500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,2593 .2491
21500 .0048 .0055 ,0030 .0057 .2389 .2491
41500 .0122 .0108 .0100 ,0136 .2390 .2493
61500 .0207 .0195 .0195 .0212 .2387 .2493
80000 .0305 .0325 .0318 ,0299 .2564 .2498
100000 .0420 .0497 .0485 .0420 , 2o22 .2447
121000 .0641 .0758 .0782 .0684 .2241 .2350
128000
90000 .1518 .1591 .1685 .1590 .2125 • .2511
^
7i)
Unit Load
Lbs. per sq. in.
COLLKa 8054
Computod Data
Lonrritudinal
Deformation
per
Transverse
Deformation
100 inG. 1 in Tcftal Unit
5o.l . OOOO .000000 .000000 .000000
182.4 .0045 . 000045 .000003 . ^00000
552.1 .0117 .000117 .000003 -.000002
521.8 .0202 .000202 .000005 -.000002
678.7 ,0312 .000312 .000024 -.000005
848,4 .0458 .000458 .000058 .000036
1026.6 .0716 .000716 .000124 .000115
1086,0
763.6 !l596 .001596 .000219 .000147
i
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C^OLjg^ Le-nq-Vb^ lOOineVies
O ^ rcorn 'V^<^renee. = "58 \ncVie^
Area= \ \1 .& ^cy. ^n '
M\yture'. O^meni- Lin'wer^a^
Age. :
Klax. Loadi-\7-6>pco \b. '
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COLUia^ 8035
Observed Data
Length 10 ft. in. Uixture 1-3-6.
Gauge Length 100 in. Age when tested, 67 days.
Dian:ater 12.13 in. Cement, Chicago AA.
Load Longitudinal Transverse
Pounds Extensometer Readings Extensometer Readings
1 2 3 4 E. & W. N. & S.
7000
26000
50000
75000
87000
100000
112000
119000
.0000
.0080
.0214
.0395
.0514
.0698
.0946
.0000
.0162
.0290
.0482
.0615
.0852
.1158
.0000
.0068
.0200
.0390
,0518
.0722
.1008
.0000
.0080
,0218
.0598
.0515
.0692
.0952
.1880
,1848
.1843
.1781
.1740
.1719
.1641
. 2335
.2588
. 2348
.2295
.2266
.2205
.2093
tI
)
i
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COLin^m 8035
Computed Data
Unit Load
Lbf3
. por sq in.
Longitudinal
Deformation
per
100 in-i 1 in.
Transverse
Deformation
Total Unit
60.1 .0000 .000000 .000000 .000000
223.1 .0098 .000098 .000025 -.000044
4£.9,0 .0251 .0002ol .000030 -.000010
645,5 .0416 .000416 .000081 .000033
746.5 .0541 .000541 .000115 ,000057
858.0 .0756 ,000736 .000132 .000107
961.0 .1011 .001011 .000196 .000199
1021 .0
ii
I
iioo
\<hOO
1500
J400. £
cr
1500 ^
QJ
ITLOO CL
noo
Column SO^^
Qauge Length =^ lOOinches
C ircumference, 5S.Z incheS)
Area= 1 1 b.Gsc|. in.
Mixture l-3>-<o Cement ChicagoAA
^Max. Load - 1 19,000 lb.
MaK. Lln\t Load = 10Z.1.0 Ib.per ^c^. in.!
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TABLE &
AUXILIARY SPIijJIMEITS.
12 In. aijea.
Gubo Kind of l.'ixture A^e Weii^l-it in Lbs. Unit Load
Kuiribor Comont At 7 At test Lbs. per
Days dayti Sq. In.
soil Chicago AA 1- 1--2 14 149.5 148.8 3100
151,2 149.1 3000
8012 Chicago AA 1- 1--2 14 147.7 145,8 2500
147.6 146.0 2410
8051 Chioago AA 1-•1- o 14 148.6 148.4 2300
147,7 147.0 2100
8013 Universal 1-•1- 61 147.6 146.5 4070
147.7 147,2 4160
^014 Universal 1-1- (J 60 ^
—
-
•
3015 Chicago AA 1-1- o 67 142.8 141.8 3550
142.8 140,9 3640
8021 Universal 1- -4 14 153 150.8 20B0
154.3 152.0 2170
8022 Chioago AA 1- O ^4, 14 146.3 146.1 1180
145.7 145.5 1040
8061 Chicago AA 1- o _4 14 146,7 145.8 713
147.0 145.4 760
8023 Universal 1-•2--4 66 14:^- . 7 144.2 2940
145.8 145.7 3110
8024 Universal 1-.•5.„4 65 151.5 147.5 1900
143.7 143.1 2900
8025 Universal 1-•2--4 66 148.7 148.1 2260
152.0 149.5 2870
107 Chicago A
A
1- o
•K>'-4 379
161 Chicago AA 1- O.-tj">4 377 1910
1660
132 Chicago AA 1-•2- 377 2150
2320
8052 Chicago AA 1-3- 14 149.5 147.5 932
145.3 14G.1 .876
8033 Universal 1-3.-6 66 147.7 145.8 1310
148.5 145.0 1410
8034 Universal 1-•3.-6 64 152.5 148.4 2080
151.8 148.7 3590
8035 Chioago AA 1-.3- 67 146 . 141.8 1300
145.3 143.2 1470
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TABLE 9.
AUXILIARY SPECIWEIJS
6 In, Claboa.
Cube
Number
8011
Kind of CQmont- !Ji3rture
8051
8015
8021
80S2
srei
8023
8024
8025
8032
8033
8034
8035
Chicago A
A
Chican;o AA
ChicaiTO AA
Chicago AA
Univorsal
Chicago AA
Chicago AA
Universal
Universal
Universal
Chicago AA
Universal
Universal
Chicago AA
1-1-2
1-1-2
1-1-2
1-1-2
1-2-4
1-2-4
1-2-4
1-2-4
1-2-4
1-2-4
a--3-6
1-3-G
1-3-6
1-3-6
Age when
tested
Days
14
14
14
67
14
14
14
66
65
66
14
.
56
64
Unit Load
Lbs. per sq
2535
3385
2140
2510
2070
2550
2470
2670
3560
3880
3760
1550
1355
1410
1263
lies
1133
607
505
545
2365
2463
2367
2104
1794
2163
2600
265.0
2730
920
884
942
1140
1280
1120
1390
1630
1660
1610
1470
1490

TABLE I
O
AUXILIAHY 3PECi:.:F.i:3.
8 In. X 16 In. Cylinders «
Jylindor
Tin 1 nl^ n t*
Kind of !.:ixture Ago v/hen
1 9o oil
Unit Load
T "V^d ->> n "v^Li • po
i
soil CJ}iioao"0 AA 1-1-2 14
f^.T T-n
. XII •
1995
8012 Chi oafo AA 1-1-2 14 2125
8051 niii -70 AA 1-1-2•X. ^ 14
SO13 TTni vfi]C3al 1-1-2<i- 61 4240
8014 TIni v??raa1 1-1-2J. Ju »«J 60
8015 flh"! cro AA 1-1-2i«L JL f^i 67
8021 Tin"! X ^ X 14 1150
S022 niiir'Ri'j'O AA 1-2-^ 14 954
80G1 nhi ria or o AA 1-2-4 14
8025 l-2_4 66 1670jb ^y r w
8024 TIni ven*3<iT 1-2-4X 65 760
8025 TTni vfirs.'^lyj A-AX V V/ X ^ 1-2—4-
107 nhir!a>7 AA 1-2-4X 379
161 Ghioago AA 1-2-4 rr r**377
162 Chi 3ago AA 1-2-4 377
8032 Chicago AA 1-2-4 14
'
299
8033 Uni versal 1-3-6 66 1350
8034 Universal 1-3-6 64 1030
8035 Chicago AA 1-3-6 57
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Goliiiiin Mixture A£;e
Number
Days
8011 1-1-3 14
8012 1-1-2 14
8015 1-1-2 61
8014 1-1-2 60
801 o 1-1-2 67
8021 1-2-4 14
8022 1-2-4 14
8023 1-3-4 65
8024 1-2-4 65
8025 1-2-4 66
107 1-2-4 379
161 1-2-4 0*^7
132 1-2-4 377
TABLE I I
.
SmmARY OF TESTS.
Ceraent '.'aximiu
Coluians
Ghica^o AA 2067
Chicago AA 2231
Universal 5576
Universal 3427
Ohicago AA 3394
Universal 1100
Chicago AA 688
Universal 2306
Universal 1872
Universal 2234
Chicago AA 2420
Chicago AA 1694
Chicago AA 2009
in Load Lb. per sq. in.
12 in. 6 in. 8 2 16
.cubes cubes cylin-
ders,
5100 2535 1995
3000 3385
2300 2140 2125
2410 2310
2070
4070 4470 4240
4160 4760
4450
5550 3560 —
—
3640 3880
3760
2080 1550 1150
2170 1555
1410
1180 1263 954
1042 1132
1133
2940 2365 1670
3110 24-33
2367
1900 2104 760
2900 1794
2163
2260 2600 1705
2870 2650
2730
1910
1660
2150
2320
I1
88
Column 'fixture Ap,e
Nuinbor
Days
G032 1-3-6 14
8033 1-3-6 66
5034 1-3-5 54
5035 1-5-6 67
8051 1-1-2 14
8061 1-2-4 14
TABL^ I 1 .
S'J].n.IARY OP TESTS.
Continued.
Cement '.laxirauvn Load Lb. per sq. in.
12 in, 6 in. 8 X 16
Columns cubeo cubes cylin-
ders.
Chicago AA 353 932
Q ^7O f O
928
942
299
urusn
Universal 1194 1310
1410
1140
1280
1120
1350
Universal 1085 2000
3390
1390
1530
1660
1030
Chicago AA 1021 1300
1470
IGIO
1470
.
1490
Chicago AA Repeat
Loa 1
2500
2100
2530
2470
2670
Chicago AA Repeat
Load
713
760
307
505
545
1i
i
TABLE 12.
SUrjIARY OF COLTT.m TEST?,
Col- Cornent llaxi-
umri ture mur:
Num- Days load
ber. Lbs
,
coil
3q. In
1-1-2 14 Chicane AA 2067
SO 12 1-1-2 14 Chioa>|,0 AA 2231
8051 1-1-2 14 Ghicaso AA Re-
peat
SOl;':. 1-1-2 30 Universal 5578
3014 1-1-2 60 Universal 3427
8015 1-1-2 60 ChicaQO A
A
5394
8021 1-2-4 14 Universal llOQ
8022 1-2-4 14 Chicago AA 688
80G1 1-2-4 14 Ghioa^o AA Re-
peat
3023 1-2-4 60 universal
8024 1-2-4 60 Universal 1872
8025 1-2-4 60 Universal 2234
107 1-2-4 365 Chicago A 2430
161 1-2-4 377 Chicago AA 1694
162 1-2-4 377 Chicago AA 2009
8032 1-3-6 14 Chicago AA 353
8033 1-3-6 50 Universal 1194
8034 1-3-6 60 Universal 1085
8035 1-3-6 60 Chicago AA 1021
Initial
Modulus
of Elar.
ticity
,
Ratio lateral Manner
to of
-longitudinal Failure,
deformation
nashed
at top,
1:10.0 1:50 crushing
at top
crush at
middle
1:10.1 sheared
began at
top, Ext ended
5
' dor/n
.
1 ; 3 .
5
1*4.0 crush'.
50000C
3200000
2500000
4300000
4700000
3900000
2800000
2600000
5200000
2860000
3200000
3900000
3900000
3000000
3200000 crush
2000000 1:9.4 1:11.2 crush
—
.
.
. shear at
middle.
1:12,], 1:15.8 crush 2'
from bottom.
1:5.2 1:2.4 crush
^ shearing l-^ '
from bottom.
^ shear
middle
1:9,7 1:7,1 shear about
1' from top.
— —
. ^ shear
1:18 1:6.5 shear 4'
from bottom.
—
- crush
2600000
3100000
2000000
1:22.5 1:5.4 sheared 3'
from bottom.
1:40 1;5.7 crush 4'
from bottom
.
1:7,3 1:5.2 shear at
middle.
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Fig. 5.



Vie?/ Shoeing Typical Crushing Failure.
This Column was tesied in the 1907 aeriaa.
Fig* 7.
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DISCUSSION Or' PLAi>: ooLium ti^stf;.
Methols of Failure:- In general there were two diatinct
forma of failure: (a) a failure by diagonal shearing and ("b) a
failure by general cruehing. Fig. 5 is a vIq-j of a typical
diagonal shearing failure, and Fig. 7 one of a simple com-
pression failure. The 14-day oolumnti generally failed by
crushing near the top or bottom. The single exception to
this was Column 3061 which failed under repeated loads by shear-
ing about 1-2 feet from the bottom. This was perhaps duo to
the fact that the concrete was still green. In general the
failures were gradual, and were not noted until the load began
to decrease. The shortening in these columns was consider^
ably greater tlian in the older coliamns of the same mixture.
Furthermore, as a general rule, the failure was not accompanied
by a loud report. The 60-day columns failed by cirushing or
shearing. In these tests the columns broke suddenly and with-
out warning, and the failure was accompanied by a loud report.
The manner of the failure in those tests differed from those
of the year previous in that most of the JCailures were near
the ends of the columns rather than near the middle. In near-
ly all oases the approach of the ultimate strength of the col-
umn might have been predicted from the increase in the rats of
shortening.
4i
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St raa 3 -De format ion Diagrams:- St reaa-dafonaation dia-
grams are drawn for each column representing the oboerved unit
loads and the oorreapon ling unit deforrnationa. The ordinatos
represent the load or pressure in pounds per square inoh on
the ooluran, and the abscissae the unit deforrriations as deter-
mined from the extensoraeter readings for the gauged length used.
These values are taken from the average of the readings on the
four faces of the coliomn. The amount of the deformation was
calculated by using as the zero readings, the extensometer
readingstaken at the original zero of loadj or load at which
the first reading was taken. This initial load varied from
about 6000 to 1]000 pounds. On the same curve sheet showing
the stress-deformation diagram is a diagram showing the unit
deformations along two perpendicular diameters at the middle
of the column.
Strength of Plain Concrete Columns:- In Table l\ is
given the ultimate unit load taken by the several columns.
The average strengths of the 14-day columns are as follows?
1-1-2 concrete 2150 lb. per sq, in., 1^3-4 concrete 6^4
per sq. in,, 1-3-6 concrete 353 lb. per sq'. in. The 60 day
columns are as follOT/s: 1-1-2 concrete 3465 lb. per sq. in,,
1-2-4- concrete 2140 lb. per sq, in,, 1-3-6 concrete 1100 lb.
per sq, in. Three columns, No.'s 107, 161, 162 of the ser-
ies of 1907 were tested at the age of one year. For the pur-
pose of comparison the average strengths of columns at the age
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of 60 aay3 and SOO days made of the same material will be taken
from Bulletin No, 20 of the University of Illinois Hn^jineoring
Experiment Station. These columns were of 1-1^-4 ooncreto.
The avorase unit strGnijths are as follows j 50 days 1740 lb.
per sq, in., 200 days 2025 lb. per sq. in., 365 days 2040 lb.
per 30. in.
In J'ig, lO the increased strength with an increased pro-
portion of cement is 3ho\7n graphically for the 14~day and CO-
day colijunns, the weight of the cement being given in terms of
the combined weights of sand and stone. It is luito readily
seen that the addition of cement will give an additional .
strength much greater than the additional cost of material.
Assuming^nThe cost of cement at ;J2,00 per barrel, sand and
stone at $2.00 per cu. yd. and taking the percentage of voids
from the meohanioal analysis of the stone and sand use-i in
these tests which are 54.7 \j and 2S respectively, the cost
of the materials in a cubic foot of concrete is as follows:
1-1-2 concrete 27i.- cents per cubic foot, 1-2-4 concrete 22 3/l0
cents per cubic foot, 1-5-8 concrete 19 6/l0 ^ per cubic foot.
The increase of cost of the 1-1-2 concrete over the 1—2-4
and 1-3-5 concrete -^.^r-^ pA and 41 )L respectively. ' The in-
crease of cost of the i-2-4 concrete over the 1-3-6 concrete
is 14 fo. Taking the strengths of the 60-day coli-imns because
they are more nearly representative of actual conditions it is
found tiiat the increased strength of the 1-1-2 concrete over
the 1-2-4 and 1-3-G concrete are 62 and 215 5o respectively.
The increased strength of the i-2~4 concrete over the 1-3-G

J'ii
ooncrotn i3 94
. 7ho 1-3-6 cone rot o ha:i n of voids after
the .oand and ooiuent are added. The 1-3-4 hais 6 ^ oxceo:! of
mortar. The 1-1-3 oonorete has 24 ^ excess of mortar. The
theoretical mixture for concrete is understood to be ju3t e-
nough cement to fill the voids in the sand,and enou^^h mortar
to fill the voids in the stone, The 1-3-4 concrete is about
the ideal mixture. The above >iata, if representative of ac-
tual conLlitions, indicates tliat from an economical standpoint
the 1-1-2 concrete is the best, even though it has a consid-
erable excess of mort.^r. The increase in strength of the
1-1-2 concrete over Lho 1-3-4 concrete is 250 greater than
the increase in cost,
A comparison of the strengths of the 1-2-4 cono3*etes of
the series of 190? and 1908 at the ages. of oO-days, 200-days,
and 365-day3, shows that the strength of the 200-day columns
has increased in the interval about 15 y^^, while the 36o-day
columns shov; an increase of only about 1 v^. The maximum unit
strength for a single column was the 30-day 2210 lb, per sq. in.
for 200-day 2380, and for the 365-day 2420 lb, per sq. in.
It is seen by this data that no definite conclusions can be
drawn, for there was not a sufficient number of test pieces of
each age to eliminate, by taking an average, the accidental
variations either of manufacture or of testing which enter into
the strength of the cplumns. The strengths of the cubes in
these tests is generally greater t/ian that of the columns of
the same mixture and age, but thay show, as per example cubes
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151 and 162, the difforenoo in strength of properly mixed and
improperly mixed conoratea.
Modulus of Elasticity of Plain Concrete Columns: The mod
ulus of elasticity of concrete varies with the iitresa in the
concrete, as the deformation produced by a load is not propor-
tional to the compressive stress. It has been found that the
stress deformation relation of concrete closely approaches a
parabola with its vertex at the ultimate load,and passing
through the origin. As the ratio between the stress and de-
formation does not vary much for the first one-thiBl of the
strength of the concrete, the modulus of elasticity may be rep
rssonted by the tangent to this parabola at this initial load.
The tangent of the angle,which this tangent makes with the hor
izontal,is called the initial modulus of elasticity. The av-
erage m.oduli of elasticity for the 14~day tests are as follov/s
1-1-3 concretG 3,350000 lb. per sq. in,, 1-2-4 concrete
2,700000 lb. per sq. in., 1-3-S concrete 2,000000 lb. per sq.
in. The values for the 50-day tests are as follov/s: 1-1-2
concrete 4,300000 lb, per sq, in,, 1-2-4 concrete 5,320000 lb.
per sq . in.,:; 1-3-6 concrete 2,560000 lb. :^er sq. in. The av-
erago for the 1-2-4 concrete at the age of 50 days is somewhat
greater than the averrige for 1907 but a comparison of the col-
umns shows that the maximum unit load was also greater. The
1-1-2 concrete 14-day old has about the same strength and the
same modulus of elasticity as the 1-2-4 concrete at the age of
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uO days, alao tlio i oonoreto 14 days old has about the
i^amo strength and modulus of elaaticity as the 1-o-G concrete
at the a^o of 60 days. The avera^je of the 1-2-4 concrete of
the 1907 series at the ages of 60 days, 200 days anl 365 daya
are respectively: 5,040000 lb, per sq. in., 3,140000 lb. per
aq. in,, and 3,360000 lb, per sq. in. The data above shov/s
that the richer the concrete the greater the modulus of elas-
ticity. It is evident therefore that the addition of cement
gives a much stiffer concrete. The results of the 365-day
tests of 1908 give a slightly higher modulus of elasticity
than the 200-day tests of 1907,and these in turn give a sli,7ht-
ly higher modulus of elasticity than the 60-day tests of 1907.
This difference is very small and might be attributed to dif-
ference of materials or manufacture. However it may indicate
that the stiffnessand rigidity of concrete increases v/ith age
but in a decreasing ratio after a certain length of time.
Poisson's Ratio:- When a load is applied to a column in
compression the column shortens longitudinally,and at the same
time expands laterally. Lateral eicpansion in plain concrete
columns alone is of small 4.mportanG0 ,but in the study of plain
coliunns in connection viith colmms having banded reinforcement,
it is of the greatest importance as it shov;s the point at which
the steel begins to take stress. The ratio between the lateral
unit deformation and the longitudinal unit deformation is
termed Poisson's Ratio. The apparatus used in measuring the
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lateral deformation waa experimental. A ali^jht slip of t}ie
apparatus made a marked error in the readin2n,as the expansion
i3 80 minute that ^reat care rauflt be taken to ohtni-i nc^jiiraoy
of readings. The reoults however ahow that for an increaoed
load the lateral deformation increa3e»3 faster than the longi- '
tudinal deformation. For 1-2-4 concreto at the a^e of 60 days,
Poisson's ratio for
-J load is about I/9 , for the half load
aboutvl 7, .nd for the full load about I/6,
Repetitive Loading:- In most of the tests the columns
were loaded progressively to failure. Columns 8051 and 8061
were tested by repetitive loading. When a load is applied
in any amount and released ,the same load reapplied,and then
released,and the operation continued , the longitudinal defor-
mation for any given load increases, and there is also an in-
crease in deformations due to the repetition of the load. The
total deformation and resulting set soon becomes constant.
For the higher loads the deformations and resulting set grad-
ually increase with the repetition of the load,and finally fail-
ure occurs at a much smaller load than had the column been
loaded progressively to failure. The two colijimns under con-
sideration were square in crosfi pjection^boing 18 inches on a
side. The length of the colijmnts v/as 5 feet. The gauge
length used was 50 inches,
Colnrnr^, 8051 made of 1-1-3 concrete and 14 da2^3 old had a
load of about 500 lb. repeated 10 times and the total deforraa-

ion
tion and resulting set approached a oonatant. The load waa
increased to about 1130 lb, per cq. in. and repeated 10 timea.
The total deforriat-ion a>- 1 reaultino; aet for this load again
approached a jonijtcuu ,and it was evident from this that the
column would not fail at this load no matter how often the
load wag applied and rslea:^ed. A third increment of load wa3
then applied and the column failed on the first application at
a unit load of ll^SO lb. per aq. in.
CJolumn 8061 waa of 1-^-4 concrete and was 14 days old.
An initial unit load of about Z20 lb. per sq. in. was first
applied 10 times,and then a unit load of 380 lb. per sq. in.
applied 10 timcG, The unit load was then increased to 450
lb, per sq. in. This loading was repeated 13 times. The
deformation and resulting set did not approach a constant,but
the increase in deformation for ench successive loading was
about constant with the resulting set variable. It was evi-
dent that the column would fail under this loading if repeated
a sufficient number of times as the unit defomation was ap-
proaching a maximum. After 15 applications of the load the
unit load was increased to 510 lb, per sq, in. which showed a
marked increase in the resulting defo-p^.iation. The column
failed at 500 lb, iper sq. in. on the second applicatidn of the
newly increased load,
l!7hen a certain load is repeated on a column and the load
increased ^the stress-deformation curve at once rises ijintil it
joins the general direction of the stress-deformation curve
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for a oinale application of the load. If the points for the
last repetition of each load be joined a curve will be obtain-
ed which has the same go^Q^a^ forni as the curve for a 3inp;le
application but with greater deformations. This is shown by
dotted lines on the curve sheets of Col^ainns 8051 and 8061.
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The niinibor of teat spociraena for each mixture and for
each age is not large enough to foim abaolutcly definite con-
cluaions ,'oat the follov/ing statement may be made some of these
only as possibilities.
1. The average ultimate strength of plain concrete col-
umns at 14 days of age are as follows: 1-1-2 concrete 2150
lb, per sq. in., 1-3-4 concrete 890 lb* per sq., in., 1-3-S
concrete 350 lb* per sq. in. The 60 day columns are as fol-
lows: 1-1-2 concrete 3450 lb. per sq. in,, 1-2-4 concrete
2140 lb, per sq. in., 1-3-5 concrete 1100 lb, per sq. in.
The effect of the amount of cement used is very marked, and
this proves tiiat for purely/ compressive stresses cement is an
excellent Teinforcing material,
2. The average unit stresses in the 1907 series of
1-2-4 concrete at different ages are as follows: 30 days
1740 lb, per sq. in., 200 days 2025 lb. per sq, in,, 365 days
2041 lb, per sq, in. If this gradual increase is not a per-
sonal error,the data indicates that concrete gains strength
slowly v/ith age. This is of importance in that if the ele-
ments do not tend to combine chemdcally with the concrete
and disintegrate it, that concrete is practically indestruc-
tible,
3. The avemge initial moduli of elasticity for 14-day
concrete is as follows: 1-1-2 concrete 3,350000 lb. per sq.
in,, 1-3-4 concrete 2,700000 lb. per sq. in,, 1-3-6 concrete
i
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3000000 lb, per bo. in» The GO-day tests are as follows:
1-1-3 concrete 4,500000 lbs, per so. in., l-S-'t conorete
3,330000 Ibo. per sq. in., 1-3-6 concrete 3,5G0000 lbs. per
Bfi, in. This shows an increase in the .60-day 1-3-4 con-
crete over last year's test,
4, Poisson's ratio for concrete in compression is a vai*-
iable quantity. The value varies with age, with the charac-
ter of the material^ and with the unit load,
5, The repetition of a load gives an increased amount
of shortening and an increased set. For small loads the in-
crease becomes smaller after a small number of repetition's,
For the higher loads the effect of repetition is to gradually
increase the deformations and the resulting set until the col-
umn fails.



